Bud Bennington Featured in the Orlando Business Journal

10.2.19

Shutts & Bowen LLP partner Bud Bennington was interviewed by the Orlando Business Journal and featured in the spotlight piece, “How longtime lawyer Bud Bennington and his firm are shaping the Orlando litigation scene.” The article focused on Bud's professional accomplishments as well as the firm's success as a local leader in litigation.

According to the article, Bud's 42 years of experience as a seasoned business litigator makes “him one of Central Florida's longest-practicing and most well-known lawyers.” The article focuses on Bud's career highlights as well as his evolution within the firm. Interview responses from Bud also touch on firm diversity, the changing landscape of business litigation and the mistakes often made by businesses he encounters. Also mentioned in the article were rising star litigators Glennys Ortega Rubin, Christian Leger, Michael Quinn, Erik Szabo and Nicole Ballante.

The Orlando Business Journal (OBJ) is owned by parent company American City Business Journals (ACBJ), which is the largest publisher of metropolitan business newsweeklies in the United States, with 43 business publications across the country reaching more than 3.6 million readers each week.

To read the spotlight article, click here.

About Bud Bennington

Bud Bennington is an accomplished trial attorney with more than 42 years of experience representing a variety of clients in complex business litigation matters. His extensive trial experience ranges from complex “white collar” cases to intricate business litigation matters. As a partner with Shutts & Bowen, Bud continues to be a leader in the firm's Business Litigation Practice Group, having served as the groups' Co-Chair for more than seven years.

Bud has appeared in federal and state courts, as well as before governmental organizations and administrative agencies. He is a legal strategist who has trained, managed and mentored numerous attorneys throughout his career while also serving as lead counsel in multifaceted litigation actions for a number of Fortune 500 companies. Bud's legal abilities have earned him the distinction of being recognized by his peers as an “AV” top-rated attorney in the Martindale-Hubbell legal index, as well as being selected as a Florida Super Lawyer. His legal insight and opinion has also brought about the opportunity for him to appear as a guest legal commentator on different occasions for television news programs on ABC News, CNBC, and CNN.
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